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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
There are several results which can be stated in the following form. Relativeiy 
short intervals cannot contain (many) integers having certain multiplicative 
properties. To mention a few: let S be a finite set of primes. There exists a 
constant c = c(s) such that an interval [n, n + n(log n)-c] contains at most one 
integer composed of primes from S [Tijdeman, 19731. An interval [n,n + 
+ (log n)“] does not contain two distinct integers having exactly the same prime 
divisors [Erdds, Shorey, 19761. An interval [n, n + c” loglog n] does not contain 
two distinct integers having the same greatest prime divisor [Tijdeman, 19731. 
In the last two assertions c’ and c” denote certain positive absolute constants. In 
this paper we give some new results of a similar kind. These results are a sample 
from the authors thesis [Turk, 19791. 
1. THE NUMBER OF POWERS IN SHORT INTERVALS 
It has been proved in [Tijdeman, 19761 that there exists a constant C(1) such 
that if x,y,p and q are integers greater than 1 satisfying Catalan’s equation 
xp--yq= 1 then max {x,y,p,q} <C(l). It has been conjectured that for every 
k E N there exists a constant C(k) such that if x,y,p and q are integers greater 
than 1 satisfying O<XJ’--~~I then max {x,y,p,q} <C(k). If this conjectures 
were true then it would follow that there exists a function k(n) tending to 
infinity with n such that .for n L 1 the interval [n, n + k(n)] contains at most one 
power (i.e. an integer xp with xeN and PEN, p> 1). The following result 
shows that the number of powers in an appropriate interval is small. 
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THEOREM 1. There exists a constant c such that for n > 1 the number of 
powers in the interval [n, n + rP2] is at most c(log n)‘12. 
Observe that for every E >O there exists a constant C(E) >0 such that the 
number of powers in [n, n + n ii2+&] is at least c(s)n&, because of the contribution 
of the squares. For the number of powers in very short intervals [n, n + k] we 
can prove nothing better than the upper bound O(k(log k))‘). In the proof of 
theorem 1 we shall use the Gel’fond-Baker method. 
2. THE TOTAL NUMBER OF DISTINCT PRIME DIVISORS OF INTEGERS IN SHORT 
INTERVALS 
Denote the number of distinct prime divisors of n E N by m(n). The following 
result was proved in [Ramachandra, Shorey, Tijdeman, 19751. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let nl, . . ., nf be distinct integers in 
[n, n + c(log n)3(loglog n)-3], 
where n L 3 and c is a certain positive constant. Then 
o(nl . . . nf)rf. 
It follows from the prime number theorem that for every f E N there exist 
infinitely many n E N such that [n, n + cf+ 1)log n] contains f distinct primes (in 
particular, the inequality o(nl . . . nf) If in proposition 1 cannot be improved). 
Moreover, it would follow frcm the truth of hypothesis H [Schinzel, Sierpinski, 
19581 that for every f E N there exist a constant C(f) and infinitely many n E N 
such that [n, n + C(f)] contains f distinct primes. For intervals larger than in 
proposition 1 we can prove 
THEOREM 2. Let O<cr<l andput cl(a)= max {4a-‘--2,2~~+1}. Let 
nl , . . ., nf be distinct integers in [n, n + cz(log n)cl@)(loglog n)- cl(n)], where n 2 3 
and c2 = cz(a) is a certain positive constant. Then 
co(nl . . . nf)zfa. 
We shall show that the lengths of the intervals in proposition 1 and theorem 2 
cannot be enlarged to exp ((log n) i12+&) for any e>O (see lemma 5). While the 
proof of proposition 1 involves the Gel’fond-Baker method, the proof of 
theorem 2 is elementary. 
3. MULTIPLICATIVE DEPENDENCE IN SHORT INTERVALS 
By definition, distinct integers nl , . . ., nf form a multiplicatively dependent 
system (m.d.s.) if there exist integers al, . . . . af, not all zero, such that n$= i 
ny = 1. We shall prove that relatively short intervals do not contain integers 
forming an m.d.s. (theorem 3(i)). To formulate also some related results we 
define for n E N the integer k(n) as the minimal k E N with the property that 
[n, n + k] contains integers forming an m.d.s. 
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THEOREM 3. There exist positive constants cl, ~2, c3 and c4 such that 
(i) k(n) > cl log n loglog n(logloglog n)-’ for n E N with n 2 16( > 8). 
(ii) k(n) > exp (R(log n loglog n)‘“) for infinitely many n E N. 
(iii) k(n) < exp (c3(log n loglog n)‘“) for infinitely many n E N. 
(iv) k(n) < c4na for n E N, for a certain constant a 
with a< l/2. 
In the proof of (i) we employ a result from [Shorey, 19761 (obtained by the 
Gel’fond-Baker method). Some well known results of [de Bruijn, 19661 are used 
to prove (ii) and (iii). A method of [Ramachandra, 19691 (obtained by sieve 
methods and a theorem of van der Corput) can be used to prove (iv). 
4. NOTATION 
For primes p and n E N we define VP(n) by n = nP p@). For real x the number 
of primes not exceeding x is denoted by z(x) and [x] is the greatest integer not 
exceeding x. N(s) is the number of elements of a set S. We write w(n) for the 
number of distinct prime divisors of n E N and P(n) for the greatest prime 
divisor of n E N (n # 1). We use log2 and logs to denote the functions loglog and 
logloglog. 
5. To prove theorem 1 we shall use the following 
PROPOSITION 2. Let al, a2, bl, b2 be integers greater than 1 with aF’#a,bz. 
Put a = max (al, a2, e> and b = max {bl, bz}. There exists an absolute constant 
c > 0 such that 
1 bl log al - bz log a2 1 > exp (- c log al log a2 logza log 6). 
PROOF. This is a very special case of a theorem in [Baker, 19751. 0 
PROOFOFTHEOREM 1. We may assume that n L 4. First we prove that there 
exists at most one power ab with b % (log n)l12 logzn in [n, n + n1’2]. Suppose 
$I < & are powers in [n, n + n1j2]. Then 
n- l/2 2 (a? - ail)/aFl> 62 log a2 - 61 log al. 
By proposition 2 it follows that log al log a2 logza log b +log n. We have, 
trivially, log ai 4 (log n)/bi for i = 1,2, logza Q logzn, log b 6 logzn. Hence bi b2 G 
-+ (log n)(log2n)2. It follows that min { bl, b2) Q (log n)‘j2 logzn. Let ai], . . ., abff be 
the distinct powers in [n, n + n1j2]. We may assume that bl, . . . . by are primes. 
Further we observe that the bi are pairwise distinct: suppose b; = bj and $ > a?. 
Then 
which is a contradiction. Hence bl, . . ., bf are distinct primes. By the first part of 
the proof there exists at most one bi with bi > c(log n)lj2 log;?n for some constant 
c> 0. Hence f 5 1 + n(c(log n)‘“logzn) 4 (log n)1”2. 0 
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6. We shall prove theorem 2 only for a = l/2 and for 2/3 5 a < 1 and we shall 
indicate how one may prove the general case. First we prove a lemma which is 
essentially due to Erdos (first part) and Tijdeman (second part). 
LEMMA 1. Lf?f ni , . ..nf be distinct integers in [n, n + k], where n > 1. Put 
t: = co(nl . . . nf). 
(i) Suppose t<f. Then km”‘. 
(ii) Suppose t + fl cf. Then k 1 .I’@. 
PROOF. Choose for every prime p dividing nl . . . nf an integer n(p) E 
{nl, . . . . nf} with v,&(p)) 1 vp(ni) for i = 1, . . ., f. Denote those ni with ni # n(p) for 
everyp by ml, . . ..my (f’z0). 
(i) We have f 2 f - t 2 1. Note that p P ” crnl) divides both ml and n(p), hence 
1 ml - n(p) / . This is an integer in { 1, . . ., k}. Therefore n I ml = &, p%(“l) s k’. 
(ii) We havef’rf - tr [(2t)‘12] + 1 = :A. The inequality 
ml . . . mns[ml,..., ml II V% mj>, 
15icjci. 
where [ml, . . ., mn] is the least common multiple of ml, . . ., rnL and (mi, mj) the 
greatest common divisor of rni and mj, can be easily verified by inspection of 
the exponents in the prime factorisations of both sides. From p”p(md~ k for 
every prime p and 1 I is 1 we see that [ml, . . ., rnk] 5 k’. Since (mi, mj) divides 
)m;--mjI E{l,...,k} for i#jweconcludethatnAIml . . . m~<ktf~(~-1)‘2.This 
gives nIkt/A+(A-l)“<k(2t)1’2. 0 - 
REMARK In the situation of lemma 1 (i) we also have n I ml = np p”~(~l) 5 
1[1, . . . . k] ~4~. This gives the assertion of proposition 1 for the smaller inter- 
vals [n, n + c log n], where c = (log 4)- I. At present there is no elementary proof 
of the full assertion of proposition 1. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. (For 2/3 5 a< 1 and for a= l/2). 
Let nl, . . ., nf be distinct integers in [n, n + k], with n 2 3, k I n and 
t: =w(nl . . . nf)cfa. Let ml, . . . . my, be defined as in lemma 1. Then f If - t 
and we have, denoting the set of prime divisors of nl . . . nf by 9, 
d- t 5 fr mi = n p ,f, “dmi). 
i=l PE + 
Since 
$, +(mi) = jl jZV( { mi 11 i i sf’,j 5 v&ni) <j + 1 }) = 
= ji, N({mill silf’,v,(mi)rj}), 
we infer that 
(1) cf- t) log n 5 &log p ji, N({ mi) 15 irf’, VP(m) rj}). 
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Suppose p E Y and j E N are such that Np,j: = N({ rni 115 i sf: vp(m;) rj}) > 0. 
Since p’ divides some mi it divides n@) and since the number of integers in 
[n, n + k] divisible by p’ is at most [k/p’] + 1 we obtain Np,j 5 [k/p’]. By (I), 
therefore, 
(2) (f- t) log n I c log p i [k/p’] I log (k!) I k log k, PE 9 j=l 
where we used that k! = n,,, p”~ with v, = C Jyz 1 [k/$1. Hence 
(3) klcf- Q(log n)(log k)-‘. 
We shall prove that kga((log n)(logzn)-1)2’af’. In view of t<f”sf and 
lemma I (i) we may assume that t is larger than a suitable constant depending on 
a. Hence we may assume f>tllazt+ (2t)‘12, which implies, by lemma 1 (ii), 
that 2tz(log n)2(log k)-2. We may also assume f - t> tlla - tz t”“/2. By (3), 
therefore, k+((log n)/log k)2’a+‘, which implies k%((log n)/10g2n)2’“+ l. This 
proves theorem 2 for 2/3 5 a < 1. 
We now assume that (Y= l/2. We start with the first two sentences below (1). 
Observe that $5 k, hence j I (log k)/log p. Let ripi, . . ., rNpI’, where N: = Np,j, be 
those mi (1 I isf’) with vP(mi) rj, Then rl, . . . . TN are distinct integers in 
[n’, M’+ k’], where n’: = rl and k’: = [k/pi]. Let 9’ be the set of prime divisors of 
rl . . . rN. Then P’C 9 and f: = N( 9’) rN( .Y) = 1. Applying (2) to ri, . . ., rN E 
E [n’, n’+ k’j gives (Np,j- t’)log n’rk’ log K. This implies, using rl ?n/pi and 
n I k, that Np,j - t i [k/p’](log (k/p’))Aog (n/$) I [k/pi](log k)/‘log n. Inserting 
this estimate for Np,j into (1) gives 
Cf-t)lognr c logp 
PE 9 
It2 log k+k (log Q2 
log n * 
Hence 
2 log n 
>( > 
- 
log k ’ 
To prove k$= (log n)6(logzn)-6 we may assume that k I n1’4 and also that t r 2 
(lemma 1 (i)). Hence f - t - t2(10g k)/log n > t2 - t - t2/4 r t2/4 and also f - t > 
> t2 - t 1 (2t)‘12. In view of the last inequality and lemma 1 (ii) we have t % ((log 
n)/Iog k)2. Hence, using (4), ke t2((log @/log k)2 $ ((log n)/log k)6. This proves 
theorem 2 for a= l/2. 0 
REMARK. The inequalities (3) and (4) are special cases (A = 0, ,Y = 1) of the 
inequality 
(5) kr {f - t ;: ((t log k)/log n)‘}((log n)/log k)A+l, 
I=0 
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which holds for A = 0, 1,2, . . . and every set of distinct integers ni, . . . . nf in 
[n,n +k] with w(ni . . . nf) I f, where n, k E N with 1 < k I n. The inequality (5) 
can be proved by induction on A. An appropriate choice of J. will give the asser- 
tion of theorem 2 for every a with O<a< 1. See for details [Turk, 19781 or 
[Turk, 19791. 
7. We shall prove theorem 3 (i) and 3 (iii). For proofs of 3 (ii) and 3 (iv) we 
refer to [Turk, 19791. 
LEMMA 2. Letn ,, . . ., nf form an m.d.s. in [n, n + k], where n > 1. Then 
kznl/Cf-l) 
PROOF. It follows from the assumption that there exist two disjoint subsets 
I and J of { 1, . . ..f} and positive integers a;, with ie IU J, such that ni,r np’ = 
= nj,~ ny. Let ai, = max {ai}. By symmetry we may assume that io E I. 
ielUJ 
Observethatn2divides nietny= njE~nj”J. As njE~nydivides (&eJ n$io we 
conclude that ni, divides njs./ nj. It follows that ni,,= (nio, njc./ nj), which 
divides IIjeJ (ni,,, nj), which divides njB~ 1 ni,, - nj I. Hence n I ni, I kN(a 5 
sky-‘. 0 
The above proof leading to the exponent l/(f- 1) is due to A. Blanchard (in 
my thesis I cbtained 1/(2f- 2), by a less elegant proof). 
LEMMA 3. Let A >O. There exists a constant c(A) >O such that for every n 
and k in N with 3 5 k I (log n)A one has 
N({ v E N 1 n I v 5 n + k, P(v) I k}) < c(A)k(log k)-210g2k. 
PROOF. This is due to [Shorey, 19761. The proof involves the Gel’fond- 
Baker method. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 (i). Let n E N with n 2 16. There exist distinct integers 
n1, . . ., nf in [n, n + k(n)] and non-zero integers al, . . ., af such that n$=, ny = 1. It 
follows that the greatest prime divisor P(ni) of ni divides two distinct integers 
among nl, . . ., nf (for i = 1, . . .,a. Hence P(n;) 5 k(n) for i = 1, . . ., f. Lemma 2 and 
n L 16 imply that k(n) L 3. To prove theorem 3 (i) we may assume that k(n) I 
I (log n)2. We apply lemma 3, with A = 2, and infer that 
f 4 k(n)(log k(n))-2 logzk(n). 
By lemma 2 we have f log k(n) slog n. These two inequalities imply the 
assertion of theorem 3 (i). 0 
REMARK. The lower bound k(n) > l/2 log n can be proved elementarily. 
LEMMA 4. Let Nr $. The number of integers n with I I n I N and P(n) I 
I exp ((log N logf11’2) exceeds N exp (- 3(log N 1ogzN)‘“). 
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PROOF. See, for example, [de Bruijn, 19661. The proof is by a simple 
counting argument. c? 
LEMMA 5. Let a > 0. There exist a constant c = c(a) > 0 and infinitely many 
pairs (n, k) E N2 with k < exp (c(log n logzn)‘“) for which there exist integers 
nl, . . . . nf in [n, n + k] with o(n~ . . . nf> <f". 
PROOF. Let NO be a (large) constant depending on (x. Let NzNo and put 
k = [exp ((4 + a- ‘)(log N logf11’2)]. Suppose there does not exist an interval 
[n,n +k], with nE N, in (N1’2,hT] which contains at least exp (a-‘(log N 
logfll”) integers v with P(v) I exp ((log Nlog2N)“2) = :P. Then the number of 
integers m with 1 I m IN and P(m) 5 P is at most 
N’” + ([(N-N1’2)/k] + 1) exp (a-‘(log N log2N)‘“) < 
< 3N exp ( - 4(log N logf11’2) <N exp ( - 3(log N logf11’2), 
contradicting lemma 4. Hence there exists an interval [n, n + k] in (N112,NJ 
which contains integers nl, . . ., nf with P(Q) IP, while f 2 exp (a-‘(log N 
1ogzN)‘“). It follows that w(nl . . . nf) I z(P) <Prfa. Observe that, by 
NocN<n2, kc exp (2(4+ a-‘)(log n logzn)‘“). We obtain infinitely many 
pairs (n, k) by letting N run through the integers exceeding NO. 0 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3 (iii). Take a = 1 in lemma 5. Let (n, k) and nl, . . ., nf be 
as in the assertion of lemma 5. Then w(nl . . . nf) cf. Hence the system CT=‘=, 
ai+ = 0, where p runs through the primes dividing nl . . . nf, of u(nl . . . nf) 
linear homogeneous equations infunknowns al, . . ., af has a non-trivial solution 
in Q (hence in Z). Thus nl, . . . . nf form an m.d.s. 0 
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